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Was THIS book a relief to parents when it came out! One of the few real "How to" learning books

about bridges. It explains how & why different types of bridges don't fall down (which is why kids

learn about em in the first place) & offers fun instructions on each major kind: arches, beams,

trusses, cantilevers, and suspension bridges, you know the deal. Of course, "Bridges: Amazing

Structure..."also shows why some bridges fail, like the Tacoma Narrows Bridge (you've seen this

one go on disaster TV shows). Don't wait until your kid says, "Mom, I have to build a bridge by

tomorrow." Do it now & put it into storage if necessary.

Your child can do these projects.Kaleidoscope books are dynamite, because not only do they have

science very clearly explained in the text, they also have LOADS of hands-on projects for your child

to make (and this is important) with VERY LITTLE HELP from parents.My 3rd grader made a truss

bridge from directions in this book on the very first day we had it -- he put it to use immediately in

little brother's train layout. ** see photo in customer images.This would be great for science fair



projects. Don't wait until junior high -- let your kids get a jump on learning about loads and stresses.

Excellent, fun learning.

Fantastic Book! Educational & Lots of Fun! My son built one of the bridges out of household items

and "plays" with it constantly. It is obvious that a lot of time, research and thought went into this

book. Keeps children of all ages interested.

Superior instructions for children of all ages. Specific building instructions for all types of bridges and

many challenges.

This book is great- Good explanations on the building and design of bridges. I am using it in a

homeschool co-op for activities for our group of kids. I saw it when I want to purchase The Art of

Construction: Projects and Principles for Beginning Engineers & Architects by Mario Salvadori which

is an awsome book but not for a 1st grader. This book is well thought out and fun. I hope to pick up

some of the other books in the series.

This is a great book for kids. It very clearly, but very simply shows kids how bridges works. It also

walks them through creating bridges in their homes to showcase how these concepts work. Oh, and

there is even a recipe for how to make cement!This is a must buy if you or your kids are even

slightly interested in bridges!

This is a great book, filled with lots of hands-on activities. The activities are easy to do and the

instructions are nice and clear, and, even better, the materials are things that we can find around

the house. We've learned a lot about bridges with this book. Very fun.

My boys (age 7 and 6) and I really enjoy this book. The descriptions and history of each bridge is

super detailed and has been a fun springboard for further discussions and the projects are also

entertaining and very hands on. Perfect supplement to our homeschool curriculum.
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